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Let I be an interval of real axis, and let L(I) be the space of all locally integrable functions de�ned
on I. Assuming (without loss of generality) that the interval contains 0, for every locally integrable
function u ∈ L(I), let J(u) denote the (absolutely) continuous function de�ned by

J(u)(x) =

∫ x

0
u(α)dα, x ∈ I.

The integral operator J : L(I)→ L(I) is injective, but not bijective (of course).
De�ne the Mikusinski space M(I) to be the inductive limit of the sequence

L(I)
J→ L(I)

J→ L(I)
J→ L(I)

J→ · · · .
Call its elements Mikusinski functions. By the very de�nition, a Mikusinski function is represented
by a pair (u,m), where u ∈ L(I) and m ∈ Z+. Two such pairs (u,m) and (v, n) represent the same
Mikusinski function if and only if

Jnu = Jmv.

Remark. In fact, our Mikusinski functions constitute a very small portion of Mikusinski's operators
de�ned in [1].

Obviously, the map u 7→ (u, 0) is injective. This permits us to make the identi�cation

u = (u, 0).

We extend the integration operator J to Mikusinski functions by setting

J(u,m) = (Ju,m).

De�ne the di�erentiation operator D :M(I)→M(I) by

D(u,m) = (u,m+ 1).

Notice that
DJ = id and JD = id.

So, both of the operators J : M(I) → M(I) and D : M(I) → M(I) are bijective, and are inverse to
each other.

The iterated derivatives of constant functions are not zero, and a natural idea is to "kill" all of them.
We are led to consider the quotient space

M(I)/N(I),

where N(I) denotes the subspace of M(I) spanned by functions Dm1, m ≥ 1.
The di�erential operator of M(I) induces a di�erential operator of M(I)/N(I). We shall denote it

by the same letter D. Thus,

D(w(mod N(I))) = (Dw)(mod N(I)), w ∈M(I).

Lemma 1. L(I) ∩N(I) = {0}.

De�ne the canonical map  : L(I)→M(I)/N(I) by the formula

(u) = u (mod N(I)).

It is immediate from the above lemma, that  is injective.
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Theorem 2. M(I)/N(I) is canonically isomorphic to D′fin(I), the space of Schwartz distributions of

�nite order.

Proof. This is easy. Indeed, for each u ∈ L(I), let Tu be the corresponding Schwartz distribution.
One can show that if u ∈ L(I), then D(u) = 0 if and only if u is a constant function. This implies
that Dm(u) = 0 if and only if u is a polynomial function of degree ≤ m. It follows that the mapping

Dm(u) 7→ DmTu

is well-de�ned and injective. The surjectivity is clear.
Remarks. 1) Mikusinski functions admit multiplication by all rational functions. Due to this property

of Mikusinski functions, the representation of distribution space as M(I)/N(I) provides a simple
foundation of Heaviside's operational calculus.

2) As is known, Schwartz distributions de�ned on a compact interval have �nite order. Therefore,
the Schwartz space D′(I), can be de�ned as the projective limit

lim
←
M([α, β])/N([α, β]),

where [α, β] runs over all compact subintervals of I that contain 0.
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